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Overview

• Source code and manuals

• Three applications: URLs Finder, SocialMediaProfiles, 
URLScraper

• Three main contributors: Heidi Kuehnemann (DE), 
Kostadin Georgiev (BG), Jacek Maślankowski (PL)
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GitHub Repository
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https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData/StarterKit

Github

Manual Description
Source 
code

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData/StarterKit


Manuals step-by-step
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Description
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Source code in Python
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src - source code of the modules

obec.py - Initialization code for the URLs Finder Stater Kit classes to be used with Jupyter Notebook.

URLsFinderWS.py - defines methods for scraping information for the enterprises' urls from the 
internet with the help of search engine Duck Duck Go.

URLsFinderMLLR.py - defines methods for determine the enterprises' urls from the scraped 
information from the internet by using logistic regersion machine learning technic.

StarterKitLogging.py (optional to use) - defines methods for storing log records for the others modules 
work.

SocialMediaPresenceCollector.py - Source code for finding social media links

DomainScraper.py - Source code for the URLScraper

https://duckduckgo.com/


URL’s Finder
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URLsFinderOBEC_Starter_Kit_URLs_Finder.ipynb - Manual on how to use the library for URL finding

scrape_data - Destination folder for scraped data

sbr_data - Source folder for statistical business register data used for scraping

logs - Location of saved log files

black_list_urls - Location for the blacklist of URLs that should be ignored by the URLs finder

machine_learning - Results from machine learning predictions for URLs of enterprises

Enterprise attributes (e.g., name, 
tax id, address, business register 

id)

Get URL’s from search engine and 
evaluate

List of URL’s with business register 
identifiers



URL Scraper
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URLScraperApplication.ipynb - Manual on how to scrape URLs

URLScraperApplication.py - Standalone application for scraping URLs to be run in the command line (does 
the same as the Jupyter Notebook)

URLScraperLibrary.py - URL Scraper as library that can be imported

url.txt - example data

url.txt

Download 
webpage to N-

level

NoSQL database –
URL, content, date 

of scrapping



Social Media Profiles
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SocialMediaProfilesStarter-Kit_Social_Media_Profiles.ipynb - Manual on 
how to use the library for finding social media links

url.txt - example data

url.txt or content 
in NoSQL database

Extract social 
media profiles

List of URL’s to 
social media in 
CSV and JSON
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Jacek Maślankowski
j.maslankowski@stat.gov.pl


